The lecture discusses the Japanese poetry and tradition, with illustration of the speaker's personal experiences. Historically the verse form chōka (long poem) was formed in ancient Japan with repeating five and seven syllables, and the verse form tanka (short poem) was formed with five phrases of 5-7-5 and 7-7 syllables, which came to represent waka (Japanese poem). The contemporary Japanese poetry comprises of three different form: the tanka, which has been the mainstream of Japanese poetry from the middle age, the haiku, developed by a poet Bashō in the 16 th century and the shintaishi (newly formed poem) arisen due to the influence of European poetry in the 19 th century after Japan's opening the country to the world.
Generally, a poet creates in only one form: haiku, tanka or shintaishi. However, Takahashi's works transcend all these genres. Why? Takahashi answers the question saying that each phenomenon commands its own form of expression. He reached this conception through two incidents: the September 11 th attacks on the U.S. in 2001, and the Great East Japan Earthquake in 2011. At the first incident, he created many tankas, but no other forms. On the second, many haikus, but no other forms. Shintaishi, a poetry form of European style, would have too many words to express in both incidents. After the stunning happening in which more than twenty thousand people died and were missed for a moment, only haiku, which has the shortest verse form of 5-7-5 syllables, managed to express the poet's soul.
Besides, Takahashi points out the common future between haiku and nō play: the silence. According to him, the literary forms of both haiku and nō play are deeply related to death. A writer has to listen to the voice of death and therefore, the acestors' knowledge by means of the seasonal word in haiku which has been used for hundreds of years, and the dreaming nō form (夢幻能 mugen-nō) in which the protagonist plays the role of a ghost or a supernatural entity. His remark makes us aware of his sincere attitude in which, he says, that a poet is not a subject but a mere recipient in front of poetry, which is his solid belief supporting his future productive force.
